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Table 2: Example of calculation of ED / SMC
e.g. mandibular setting: close (1) – neutral (0) – open (2)
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WHAT’S NEW?
As a follow-up to [5], we have:
• widened the scope of the study to
include 20 German listeners (=20
English and 20 Spanish listeners)
• added the variable linguistic-expertise

VT TENSION

Interpretation
 Naïve listeners relied on holistic VQ
perception regardless of their L1 
no native language advantage.
 At least with…
 … short speech samples
 … controlled conditions of speaker
similarity
 VQ seemed to be the only resource
available for judging speaker
similarity.

AGF

LABIAL

 Prosodic characteristics such as voice
quality
(VQ)
remain
largely
unexplored in this area
 little difference between Spanish and
English listeners when rating similarity
of twin and non-twin pairs [5]

LARYNX HEIGHT

Ordinal mixed effects modelling
to fit models to the similarity ratings
- predictors:

PHARYNGEAL

Speakers
- 5 pairs of male monozygotic twins
- native speakers of Standard Peninsular
Spanish
- selected from a larger twin corpus [6]
Selection criteria:
 similar age (mean: 21 y.o., sd: 3.7)
 similar mean f0 (mean: 113 Hz, sd: 13)
 similar Euclidean distance (ED)
between each speaker and his twin
[7] to select only the most similarsounding pairs
 ED based on VQ perceptual assessment
using a simplified version of the Vocal
Profile Analysis (VPA) scheme [5,8]
VELOPHARYNGEAL

Previous investigations
- Native listeners have an advantage
over non-native listeners in speaker
identification tasks [1,2]
- But…
 Identification of voices is possible
when stimuli are random phonemes
with no semantic meaning [3]
 No native language effect when f0
controlled (British English, German,
Chinese, Japanese) [4]
 So listeners seem to pay attention to
cues in a voice which do not require
knowledge of the speaker’s language
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Table 1: Participants of the perceptual experiment

-

Stimuli
speech samples (~ 3 seconds)
semi-directed spontaneous
conversations
declarative sentences of different
linguistic content (neutral topics)
Listeners
native speakers of Spanish (age range
22-51, mean 33)
native speakers of German with no
knowledge of Spanish (age range 2249, mean 29.3)
native speakers of English with no
knowledge of Spanish (age range 1935, mean 25)
Design of perceptual test
Praat Multiple Forced Choice
experiment
90 different-speaker pairings, i.e.
each speaker compared with
everyone else.
stimuli presented in random order

DISCUSSION

 listeners’ L1
 reaction time
 linguistic expertise
+ [whether speakers were twins or not]

❶
Regardless of listeners’ L1, twins were
judged as more similar than non-twins.
(a) Spanish listeners (b) German listeners (c) English listeners
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- listeners were not told that the
stimuli included twin pairs!
- test on a PC with HQ headphones.
- short pre-test for familiarisation.

 without knowledge of Spanish, both English
and German listeners rated paired voice
samples of twins as sounding more similar
to each other than paired voice samples of
unrelated speakers
 same as Spanish listeners
 no native language advantage

2. linguists ≠non-linguists
 linguists kept twins and non-twins further
apart in their similarity ratings than listeners
without a degree in Linguistics
 spread of similarity ratings = larger within
the group of non-linguists than within the
group of linguists (regardless of L1)

Language-dependent effects
 reaction time – effect on Spanish and
German listeners only!
Fig. 1: Perceptual ratings as a function of speaker type.

CONCLUSIONS
1. No native language advantage

❷
Reaction time had no effect on the
ratings given by English listeners.
- Conversely, both Spanish and German
listeners were more likely to respond with 5
(very different) if their reaction time was short
and more likely to respond with 1 (very
similar) when the reaction time was long.

no clear explanation for the lack of effect of
reaction time in English listeners

2. Differences between linguists
(experts) and non-linguists (naïve)
 linguists might have used a more analytical
strategy to make their similarity judgments
while listeners without a degree in linguistics
might have used a more holistic strategy
 expert vs. naïve ratings: needs more tests
regarding analytic vs. holistic approach to VQ
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